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Indian social media app ShareChatscreenshot sharechatOriginal factor (-s)Ankush SachdevaDeveloper(s)Mohalla Tech Pvt Ltd.Initial releaseOctober 2015; 5 years ago (2015-10)Stable releases Androidemarti_12.1.5 / July 30, 2020; 3 months ago (2020-07-30)iOS2.7.2 / July 31, 2020; 3 months ago (2020-07-31) Operating system iOS Android Size 98.3 MB (iOS) 30.08 MB
(Android) Available15 languagesAssamese, Bengali, Bhojpuri, Gujarati, Haryanvi, Hindi, Kannada, Malayalam, Marathi, Odia, Punjabi, Rajasthani, Tamil, Telugu, UrduTypeSocial MediaLicenceFreewareWebsitesharechat.com Mohalla Tech pvt Ltd.Type of businessPrivateFoundedJanuary 2015; 5 years ago (2015-01)HeadquartersBangalore, IndiaArea
servedIndiaFounder(s)Ankush Sachdeva Farid Ahsan Bhanu Pratap SinghCEOAnkush SachdevaKey people Ankush Sachdeva Farid Ahsan Bhanu Pratap Singh Venkatesh Ramaswamy Debdoot Mukherjee IndustrySoftWareProductsMoj Logo ShareChat is an Indian social media platform, developed by Mohalla Tech Pvt Ltd. and founded by Ankush Sachdeva, Bhanu Pratap
Singh and Farid Ahsan. [1] It was established on 8 January 2015. ShareChat has over 130 million monthly active users in 15 indic languages. The company's app offers features that include private communication, tagging, and a personal messaging feature that allow users to share videos, jokes, songs, and other language-based social content with other unknown users.
Foundation and History ShareChat holding company Mohalla Tech Pvt Ltd was founded in January 2015 with three IIT Kanpur graduates[2][3][4] – Ankush Sachdova, Bhanu Pratap Singh and Farid Ahsan. Headquartered in Bengaluru, Karnataka, the company currently employs more than 400 people[5]. Initially, ShareChat mainly served as a content sharing platform without
users producing their own content. In April 2016, ShareChat made it possible to create user-generated content on its platform, allowing its users to share their own posters and creative. For the same reasons, it also introduced an open tag for users that would allow anyone to create their own hashtags depending on the content. [6] Key figures in the ShareChat hierarchy are
Ankush Sachdeva (co-founder and CEO), Farid Ahsan (co-founder and chief operating officer), Bhanu Pratap Singh (co-founder and technical director), Venkatesh Ramaswamy (Design Director) and Debdoot Mukherjee (Vice President of Data Science). All founders were involved in Forbes' 30 under 30 Asias in 2018 after being recognized for their work with a language-first
approach in the social media environment. [7] [8] In September 2020, Sharechat raised $40 million from investors Dr Pawan Munjal of Hero MotoCorp, Ajay Shridhar of DCM Shriram, Twitter, SAIF Partners, Lightspeed Ventures and Quotient. [9] Acquisition of Clip Mohalla Tech acquired on March 2, 2019 video-share video share owned by Transversal Tech Clip, with an
undisclosed amount[10][11] Prior to acquisition, Clip had nearly 10 million MAU's on its platform. On February 25, 2020, Elanic acquisition of Mohalla Tech acquired the Bengaluru-based online fashion market with Elanic's undisclosed amount[12] Prior to the acquisition, Elanic has more than 5 Mn downloads with active listings of nearly 1 Million. On March 27, 2020, Memer
Acquisition Mohalla Tech acquired a meme discovery and sharing platform with Memer's undisclosed amount[13] More than one million original content copies have been created for the platform since its inception. Circle Internet acquisition Mohalla Tech acquired a hyperlocal data platform on August 24, 2020, Circle Internet for an undisclosed amount[14] Circle Internet provides
local information to Indian internet users in Level II and III cities, operating in Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan and Kerala, and a network of more than 1,000 volunteers. Circle Internet will continue to operate independently. On April 17, 2019, ShareChat took down about half a million content and deleted 54,000 accounts for spreading fake news, hate speech, spam and coordinated
misinformation campaign. [15] In May 2020, ShareChat laid off 101 employees, or a quarter of its employees. [16] Ankush Sachdeva said: We need to focus on our core product and feed recommendation to guide growth levers while scaling back to others. The only way we have to get back to basics is to pick up bets that move the needle to growth. [17] ShareChat has re-hired
more than 50 percent of the laid-off workforce due to the success of its newly launched short video platform Moj. It is also expected to hire an additional 150-200 people by March 2021[18] ShareChat Moj ShareChat Moj (launched June 29, 2020) is a short video platform that mimics the capabilities of TikTok, which is banned by the Indian government. Sharechat itself is a
competitor to Helo, another social media platform owned by TikTok's parent company Bytedance. However, ShareChat has accused Bytedance of copying its design and ui pixel to the pixel in 2018. Following the direction of the Delhi High Court, Bytedance changed Helo's design[19] Sharechat co-founder and CEO Ankush Sachdeva said in a tweet that the app was coded in 30
hours and was listed at the top of Google's free app list in the Play Store as of July 7, 2020. [20] References ^ ShareChat: Non-English speaking social network. forbesindia.com. Retrieved 21.6.2020. ^ The ShareChat app, made by IIT-K alumni, uses local languages to challenge Facebook. Hindustan times. 7 June 2016. Retrieved 19 August 2019. ^ www.tofler.in. Mohalla Tech
Private Limited. www.tofler.in. Retrieved 14.8.2019. ^Bloomberg - Are you a robot?. www.bloomberg.com. Retrieved 14.8.2019. Cite uses the general title (help) ^ ShareChat to repay half of the laid-off employees, who are expected to add 150-200 in six months. Economic Retrieved 1 September 2020. ^ ShareChat announces 'Private Messaging', 'Shake-N-Chat', 'Open Tagging'
on its platform. The new Indian Express. Retrieved 18 April 2019. ^ ShareChat founders, all UPites, on Forbes' 30 under 30 Asian list. Hindustan Times/. 14 April 2018. Retrieved 18 April 2019. ^ 30 Under 30 years of age: How ShareChat helps non-English-speaking users take advantage of digital content. Forbes in India. Retrieved 18 April 2019. ^ Twitter-backed Indian social
network ShareChat raises $40 million. Techcrunch. Retrieved 25 September 2020. ^ Purchases. Crunchbase. Retrieved 18 April 2019. ^ Exclusive: Clip acquired from ShareChat all cash deal helps it fight ByteDance in India. Inc42 Media. 1 March 2019. Retrieved 18 April 2019. ^ Purchases. INC42. Retrieved 25 February 2019. ^ ShareChat acquires meme sharing app Memer.
EconomicTimes.com. Retrieved 12 May 2020. ^ Banerjee, Prasid (August 24, 2020). ShareChat acquires the hyperlocal data platform Circle Internet. Livemint, what are you? Retrieved 28 August 2020. ^ Mandavia, Megha (17.4.2019). ShareChat deletes half a million pieces of content, 54K accounts deleted. Financial times. Retrieved 20 August 2019. ^ Grados, O.B. (April 1975).
[Laboratory in entero infection management programs]. Boletin de la Oficina Sanitaria Panamericana. Pan-American Health Department. 78 (4): 318–322. ISSN 0030-0632. PMID 123456. ^ ShareChat is laying off 101 employees as tanks in the advertising market. ^ ShareChat will re-hire half of the laid-off employees, who are expected to add 150-200 over a six-month period.
Financial times. Retrieved 28 August 2020. Kristoffer, Nilesh. ByteDance: Taken to court by ShareChat, ByteDance says Helo is planning a new design. Financial times. Retrieved 1 September 2020. ^ . Livemint, what are you? External link in |title= (help) External links Official website Retrieved Best place to buy movies, Music and Apps for Android SHAREit - Connect &amp;
Transfer Send your files quickly and easily The world's most popular photo app — now on Android, the Social Network to share your musical talent Chat with all contacts – fast and easy Play any video file on your device Official Facebook Messenger app A smaller version of the entire Facebook app This app is only available in the App Store for iPhone and iPad. ShareChat India
is the best social app to communicate with friends, share jokes and take advantage of daily news from India in a matter of seconds. ShareChat is the most convenient messaging app that also allows you to make new friends, share videos, jokes, GIFs, audio songs, shayris, motivational quotes, funny quotes, bhajans, deving songs and funny images all alustalla. Intialaiset kielet,
kuten hindi, Telugu, Marathi, Gujarati, Punjabi, Malajalam, Bengali, Tamil, Kannada, Odia, Bhojpuri, Assamese, Assamese, and Haryanavi are all available on ShareChat's multilingual keyboard, which allows its users to connect with friends and family in their native language across the country very easily. In a diverse country like India, why not use the most versatile app?
Download the ShareChat app and start seeing the best in India with a few simple taps. ShareChat features:• You can make new friends and find friends with a simple search tool for built-in friends.• There's an extensive collection of jokes, video status, memes and trolls• There's a huge album of videos from Tamil movies, Bollywood movies, Telugu movies, Marathi movies and
Bengali movies. It also allows the user to keep up with the latest news about Indian movies.• Become famous by showcasing your talent and becoming an Internet celebrity.• Get the best Hindi shayari, pyar shayari, romantic shayari, marathi shayari and more.• Upload high-quality images, wallpapers and great backgrounds.• Get beauty tips, home makeup tricks and fitness
videos.• Get fresh news, latest GK for schoolchildren, current affairs for competition exams such as IAS, SSC, Bank PO exams and all the latest trends on the internet.• Daily horoscope and best astrology of pandies in all Indian languages by date of birth• Find the latest love quotes, tips to dress well and how to prepare for interviews• Health tips and fitness tips on how to cure
yourself with homemade remedies Daily• Fitness tips• Religious and devitary songs such as bhajans• Get good morning wishes, good eating wishes and all other festival wishes• Send Diwali wishes, Christmas &amp; New Year wishes, Valentine's Day, Holi wishes your loved ones and loved ones with one click on WhatsApp , on Facebook and Instagram, the ShareChat app - the
best in India . Download now. If you have any bugs to report or have atcontact@sharechat.co any questions about your first experience, please email us or tweet at @sharechatapp July 31, 2020 Version 2.7.2 Dark Mode.Rich Notifications.Edit Photos with filters, stickers and other effects. I will use this application in about a month. I am very happy that this is an Indian app, and I
support this app instead of using fb or insta. Sharechat team you need to update this app as early as possible. Features require1) Gallery Photo/Video Upload option for iOS chats.2) Capable of storing content from conversation history such as audio, photos and videos.3) Link/ text copy option chats4) Most imp: update server. Most of the time it says you can't contact the server
when sending texts in chat.5) Able to view our followers/followers online or not.6) If someone writes msg: chat, we should see that he writes.7)Opening apps is slow. You need to fix this.8) option to open hyperlinks in another browser, such as chrome/youtubeAtleast these updates require poorly. Thank you It's really good and hopefully we'll try to boycott MadeInChina so that who's
ever addicted to Tiktok and helo app that all Indian hp leave these apps and join ShareChat initially to start with the camera was not for the iPhone user, but now after almost 9 months I returned to share Chat, I saw that the features were updated as well. And it's really very cool and indian always ready to support India  JayHind  Overall, the app is good, but a
problem that shows the network problem sometimes and annoyed with it... and now I can't log into my account through my phone number... after receiving otp and after entering, the page does not go any further, it stops there itself after it closes the app recently and revised the application that does not have an Internet connection, check this issue and resolve the developer
website's app support privacy policy as soon as possible
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